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PROBLEM

Develop statistical, physical, and computer techniques for interpreting,

summarizing, and extrapolating oceanic and meteorologic data for reliable esti-

mation of the sound velocity distribution in the ocean. Specifically, determine

the length of time-series necessary to produce reliable long-time estimates of sea-

surface temperatures; and, as a corollary, find whether or not systematic varia-

tions of sea-surface temperatures, over periods of several years, are to be ex-

pected.

RESULTS

1. Using autocorrelation and regression techniques, six time-series of

sea-surface temperature measurements were examined.

2. Plots of the 100R 2 statistic (percent variance explained by regres-

sion) as a function of time-series record length for the six time-series records

considered lead to the conclusion that record lengths of 8 to 10 years are neces-

sary to obtain reliable long-time estimates of sea-surface temperature. This

conclusion is supported by the behavior of the autocorrelation coefficients for

the 40-year Scripps Pier record.

3. An examination of the annual average temperatures confirmed pre-

viously published conclusions regarding the systematic year-to-year variability

in sea-surface temperatures. In addition it showed that such long-term vari-

ability is not unusual or unexpected.
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INTRODUCTION

This study is the fourth in a series of studies concerned with the analysis

of sea-surface temperature observations. The first study dealt with the effect of

missing data in long time-series of sea-surface temperature measurements on cer-

tain regression and autocorrelation analyses. 1 The second examined the use of re-

gression models for time-space interpolation of sea-surface temperature observa-

tions. 2 The third presented the results of an autocorrelation, regression, and trend

analysis of time-series of sea-surface temperature measurements made at six lo-

cations representing different oceanographic conditions and considered the diffi-

culties encountered in applying these techniques to oceanographic data samples. 3

This study considers the oceanographic aspects of the last of the above

studies. 3 In particular, it examines the length of time-series necessary to pro-

duce reliable long-time estimates of sea-surface temperature. In addition, it con-

siders the corollary question of whether or not systematic variations of sea-sur-

face temperatures, over periods of several years, are to be expected.

TIME-SERIES LENGTH

The length of time-series necessary to produce reliable long-term esti-

mates of sea-surface temperatures interests oceanographers concerned with

observational programs for obtaining information necessary for establishing aver-

age sea-surface temperatures.

The time-series of data used to obtain insight into this question are

listed in table 1. Van Vliet and Anderson 3 concluded from their autocorrelation,

regression, and trend analyses of these time-series that the following regression

model, with k = 2, provided a good statistical fit to the observed daily sea-sur-

face temperatures:

k

T'= 00+ y a
t
sin [2zrt(D-0,-)/365]+ e (1A)

t = l

or expanding,

ft

T'= £„ + V [£„_! sin (2irt'D/365) + j8.; cos (2^0/365)] + e (IB)

'Superscript numbers denote references in the list at the end of this report.



where D is time measured in days from some arbitrary origin, and T' is the

fitted value of the surface temperature. Fitting equation (IB) to the ob-

served surface temperature, T, using the method of least squares yields

estimates of the regression coefficients, /S, and an estimate of the variance

of f . The amplitude a and phase Q can be obtained from the /3's. The quantity

t is the random error of residual term.

TABLE 1. LOCATION OF SEA-SURFACE TEMPERATURE TIME-SERIES

Location Time Period

Weather Ship PAPA 1/56-8/62

50°N 145°W 6 yr 7 mo

North Pacific

Weather Ship ECHO 9/49-9/56

35°N 48°W 7yr

North Atlantic

Cape St. James 1/35-1/61

52°N 131°W 21 yr (5 yr

North Pacific missing)

Triple Island 1/40-1/61

54°N 131°W 21 yr

North Pacific

Langara Island 1/41-1/61

54°N 133°W 20 yr

North Pacific

Scripps Pier 1/21-1/61

33°N 117°W 40 yr

North Pacific

An integral part of any estimation problem is the determination of the

reliability of the estimate as measured by the variability of observed data about

the estimated values. As a measure of this variability consider the statistic R 2

,

the fraction of variability explained by a statistical fit. Equation (IB) was fitted

to the Scripps Pier data using samples within the 40 years of lengths 1, 5, 8, 10,

20, and 40 years. This resulted in the following samples: forty 1-year, eight 5-

year, five 8-year, four 10-year, two 20-year, and one 40-year.

Figure 1 summarizes the R 2 statistic for records of various lengths for

the Scripps Pier data. In general, a single year's data are expected to yield a

higher R 2 than would several years of data, where year-to-year variations would



give a poorer fit, although in the forty single-year fits there are some years with

poorer fits than those for longer periods. To compensate for the few years of

poor fits there are many years of excellent fits. The fact that for 33 years R 2 was

greater than 0.81 and for 23 years was greater than 0.86 substantiates this con-

clusion.

To compare R 2 's for the various record lengths, L, the mean R 2
's for the

available runs of each length have been computed and 100R 2
's have been plotted

on figure 2. As expected the mean R 2 is a decreasing function of the length of

record, L. More unexpected is the actual shape of the curve. From L = 1 the

curve drops off sharply to somewhere between L = 5 and L = 10, from which point

on there is a negligible decrease in R 2
.

The mean R 2 is plotted in preference to the mean R or to the mean of

Fisher's Z = -^ log —— , since R 2
is easiest to interpret. In addition, the rela-

2 1 — R

tionship of R to R 2 in the range of consideration of R 2
is so nearly linear that a

plot of mean R with appropriate scale changes cannot be distinguished from that

of mean R 2
. The relationship of Z to R 2

is such that the curvature of figure 2

would be even more emphasized if Fisher's statistic were plotted. The distri-

bution of R 2
is asymptotically normal for R ^ 0.

4

Because of the dependence of the average R 2 among the samples from

which they were computed, and because of the autocorrelated residuals, the

development of confidence limits for these average R 2
's seems intractable. How-

ever, as a rough estimate of their variability, one standard deviation of the mean

R 2 is plotted as a vertical bar in figure 2. These standard deviations are given

by the formula: 4

a (R')=
2RQ-R 2

)

(2)

N 1/2

(365)
1/2

They are computed under the assumption that repeated sampling over the same

N = 40 year period at Scripps Pier is possible. In this conceptually possible but

practically impossible situation, the deviations about the same mathematical

model of regression are assumed to be independent among the repeated samples.

Under these assumptions the confidence limits for the plotted points are

narrow, and it is concluded that the sharp change in slope of the curve in the

region 5 < L < 10 is real.

Attention is called to the systematic change in the absolute magnitude of

the average R 2
's, for the data for PAPA, ECHO, Langara Island, Cape St. James,

and Triple Island. This change appears to be associated with the exposure, or

"continentality," of the station — thus, PAPA and ECHO are typical of open-

ocean locations; Triple Island is much like an open-ocean location, being a very

small coastal island; and Scripps Pier is least like an open-ocean location with

the observations being made at the end of a 1000-foot pier. Cape St. James and

Langara Island have a "continentality" between Scripps Pier and Triple Island.
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Figure 1. R 2 statistic for Scripps Pier data for records of varying length.
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The implications of figure 2 are:

1. A record of daily surface temperatures of 10-year length is adequate

for fitting a regression curve to estimate long-term variability.

2. The unexplained long-term variability, that is, variability unexplained

by the regression model, varies from about 23 percent at Scripps Pier, for a

sample longer than 10 years; to less than 5 percent at PAPA and ECHO, both

one-year samples taken at exposed open-ocean locations. Since R 2 is not de-

graded by extending a record beyond 10 years, the estimates of regression co-

efficients based on 10 years are as adequate as those that might be obtained from

a longer record. In the same light, records of 5 years or less reflect shorter-term

variability in temperature and thus give an improved fit as record length decreases.

Additional information on the length of time-series necessary for obtain-

ing long-term estimates of sea-surface temperature may be obtained from an exam-

ination of the autocorrelation function available from the 40 years of Scripps Pier

record.

For the various samples of Scripps Pier data, the autocorrelation func-

tions were determined for the time-series consisting of the differences of the ob-

served surface temperatures and the temperatures estimated by the fit of combined

annual and semiannual terms, equation (IB) (fe = 2). The functions were computed

for lags at intervals of 5 days up to 900 days in most cases. Consider first the

autocorrelation functions for the eight different 5-year samples of data plotted in

figure 3. There is considerable variability among the functions. It would be

desirable to compute some measure of this variability, and compare it with the

corresponding variability of the autocorrelation functions for the 8-, 10-, and

20-year records of figure 4.

Before computing any such measure, we have to make a decision as to

the range of lags to use in the comparison. The value of the standard deviation

of the nonsignificant autocorrelations, a c for the 40 years of Scripps Pier data is

0.0293. 3 For a 10-year record ac
= 0.0586, and the 95 percent significance values

are ±0.115. For reasons previously discussed, a 10-year record of sea-surface

temperature is needed in order to obtain reliable estimates of the long-term vari-

ability. Thus it is not necessary to consider 5- or 8-year records in selecting the

range of lags to use. If we assume the 40-year autocorrelation function is close

to the true function, lags out to 145 days yield autocorrelations greater than 0.115

and can be used to compare the sets of functions.

For the set of autocorrelation functions based on samples of length L

years and for each lag r = 5(5)145 days, we determine the following sum of squares:

40/L

= y i

.7=1

4U/ p

,L)= y [C,(r)-C(V)] 2

11
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where C-(r) is the autocorrelation coefficient for lag r of the j-th of 40/L sets,

and C (r) is the mean of 40/L coefficients with the same lag r. By analogy with

normal distribution theory, the quantity Q (r,L)/<7
2 (r,L) is like a chi-square vari-

able with (40/L) - 1 degrees of freedom, where a 1 (r,L) is the variance of C (r) for

a sample of length L. Assume the Q(r,L)'s are independent, and that a 2 (r,L) is

inversely proportional to sample length and the same for all r. That is,

ff
2 (r,L) = ka 2/L where k is any proportionality constant. Then kL \ Q (t,L)/o 2

7

is like a chi-square variable with v = 29 [(40/L) - 1] degrees of freedom. For two

different values of L, L t
and L 2 , the ratio

-2L, > Q^L^/ia

(4)

l 2 ^Tq (t,L 2 )/v 2

is like an F-variable with Vi,v 2
degrees of freedom.

The "mean square," L \ Q(r,L)/i^, and the F-ratios using the mean

T

square for 20 years as the denominator, are shown in table 2. Assuming a robust

F-test, none of these ratios is significant (though less than 1) and it is concluded

that the variability in the autocorrelation functions is about as expected.

TABLE 2. VARIABILITY IN AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTIONS

L Mean Square F-ratio

5 0.0994 0.83

8 0.1182 0.99

10 0.0889 0.74

20 0.1195

13
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The investigation of the square of the multiple correlation coefficient

suggested that about 10 years of record are sufficient for certain curve-fitting

and estimation problems. It has just been concluded that there is no such break

in the variability of the autocorrelation coefficient as a function of record length.

Thus a decision as to the sample length necessary to obtain useful estimates of

the autocorrelation function must be made on some absolute basis, or a cost func-

tion must be introduced such that a combination of increasing cost and decreasing

variability with sample size results in an optimization problem.

Two additional comments are pertinent. First, figure 4 shows the auto-

correlation functions for samples of 8, 10, and 20 years, respectively. Attention

is called to the 10-year records. It appears that the autocorrelation functions

agree well out to a lag of about 80 days. Second, autocorrelation functions for

the same record lengths have been averaged by lags, and are shown in figure 5.

There is a strong indication that autocorrelation functions from finite samples

are biassed. Restricting the discussion to lags out to 80 days, and assuming

the autocorrelation function for the 40-year sample is close to the true function,

the mean functions for 5- and 8-year samples are badly biassed with little bias

indicated in the 10- and 20-year mean functions. It is concluded that 10-year

samples provide consistent and usable autocorrelation functions out to a lag of

80 days.

16



Figure 5. Average autocorrelation functions.for various record lengths for Scripps Pier data.
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SYSTEMATIC VARIATION OF SEA-SURFACE

TEMPERATURE OYER PERIODS OF SEVERAL YEARS

In connection with the question of whether or not sea-surface temperatures

vary significantly over periods of several years, four specific time periods are ex-

amined here in some detail:

1. 1947 to 1956 which has been referred to as displaying "A uniform

monotony of conditions in at least the eastern North Pacific that is scarcely sug-

gested by any similar series of years in this century." 5

2. 1936 to 1956 where there are indications of a cooling trend.

3. 1957 and 1958 recognized as "the changing years." 5

4. 1930 to 1935, another period, unique to this century, which appears to

contain long-term oscillations.

In the previous discussion on trends by Van Vliet and Anderson, 3 a

variety of statistical considerations led to the general conclusion that no trend

existed in the records for any of the locations examined and that quantities such

as the annual average temperature (/3 ) , annual amplitude (a t ), annual phase WJ,

and percent variance explained by regression (100R 2
) all behaved as independent

random variables are expected to behave. In addition it was pointed out that this

conclusion does not deny the existence of real year-to-year differences in the

ocean, but rather emphasizes that these differences are not unexpected from the

viewpoint of statistics and thus are not considered unusual or improbable events.

First the period 1947 to 1956 is examined in the light of the statistical

parameters developed in this analysis. Figure 6 contains a plot of the average

annual temperatures (/3 ) for four eastern North Pacific locations. During this

decade, for 8 of the 10 years at all four stations, the /3 's were below the median

value and for 2 years were at the median or slightly above suggesting that on the

average the decade was cooler than normal. Figure 7 contains parameters that

determine the shape of the seasonal variation (a,, a2 , i9i, 62 ). A study of these

four parameters does not suggest anything unusual about the shape of the seasonal

surface temperature variation during this decade. Figure 8 contains the percent

variance explained by regression and the standard deviation, both parameters

concerned with the variability. Again a study of these factors does no suggest

anything unusual in the amount or degree of variability. Thus, this analysis

suggests that the surface temperature variation during this decade was unusual as

compared with other decades observed in this century in that the average temper-

ature was slightly below the median value.

Although too much after-the-fact analysis of data is contrary to statisti-

cal philosophy, sometimes it is of interest to do such analysis. Specifically, for

18



the Scripps Pier data shown on figure 6 there is a suggestion of a cooling trend

for the years 1939 through 1956. Applying the theory of runs to this period 3 the

following sequence is obtained:

AAAAA BB AA BBB A BB A BB

This sequence has eight runs. The critical number of runs at the 5 percent prob-

ability level for 18 observations is six, and it is concluded that no trend exists

even in this selected period of time. The applicable median /3 is 16.60° C.

The years 1957 and 1958 have been recognized from a consideration of

several natural science parameters as the changing years. 5 These years appeared

to conclude the 1947-to-1957 decade — a decade of below-median sea-surface

temperatures. On figure 6, the /3 's for the succeeding years, 1959 to 1962 in-

clusive, have been included for Scripps Pier. In 1959 the annual average tempera-

ture continued to increase for the third successive year followed by an abrupt de-

crease in 1960 and lesser decreases in 1961 and 1962. This same pattern, though

less marked, occurred for the three island locations. Thus, it appears that in

1956 a long-term oscillatory variation, of period at least 6 years, began and that

it was still in progress in 1962.

In examining the Scripps Pier /3's in figure 6, we find that the period 1930

to 1935 also appears to contain an oscillatory term with a period of several years.

In figure 3 are plotted the eight correlograms, obtained after removing the annual

and semiannual oscillatory terms, for 5-year periods at Scripps Pier. Although

these correlograms are plotted out to lags of only 150 days, they were computed

out to lags of 900 days. A study of the eight 900-day lag correlograms shows one

to be somewhat different from the remaining seven — the correlogram for the 1931-

to-1935 period. The correlogram for this period for lags out to 1400 days (fig. 9)

shows a peak in the autocorrelation coefficient of 0.46 at a lag of about 1170 days,

or a period of about 3.2 years. Since the points are scattered in the neighborhood

of this peak as well as in the neighborhood of the minimum at lag about 750 days,

another estimate of period length is given by twice the difference in lags between

the up-crossing at lag 960 days and the down-crossing at lag 265 days, or about

3.8 years. Either period confirms the intuitive conclusion reached from an exami-

nation of figure 6.

It thus appears reasonable to conclude that sea-surface temperatures will

vary significantly over periods of several years and that these occurrences are not

unexpected or improbable.

REVERSE SIDE BLANK 19
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Using autocorrelation and regression techniques, six time-series of sea-

surface temperature measurements were examined to determine the length of time-

series necessary for obtaining reliable estimates of sea-surface temperature and

to determine whether or not systematic variations of annual average sea-surface

temperatures over periods of several years is to be expected.

Plots of the 100R 2 statistic (percent variance explained by regression) as

a function of time-series record length for the six time-series records considered

lead to the conclusion that record lengths of 8 to 10 years are necessary to obtain

reliable long-time estimates of sea-surface temperature. Additional support for

this conclusion was obtained from an examination of the behavior of the auto-

correlation coefficients for the 40-year Scripps Pier record.

An examination of the annual average temperatures confirmed previously

published conclusions regarding the systematic year-to-year variability in sea-

surface temperatures. In addition it showed that such long-term variability is not

unusual or unexpected.
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SYSTEMS COMMAND
SHIPS 0511

SHIPS 035

SHIPS 1 62ZB
SHIPS 1631

SHIPS 201.113
COMMANDER, NAVA L AIR SYSTEMS

AIR 5330
A|R 5^0

1

AIR 604
COMMANDER, NAVA L ORDNANCE SY

ORO 03C
ORD 0322
ORO 9132

COMMANDER, NAVA L FACILITIES
COMMAND
FAC 42 310

COMMANDER, NAVA L ELECTRONIC
TECHNICAL LIB

COMMANDER, NAVA L SHIP ENGINE
CODE 6420
CODE 6440
CODE 6452E
CODE 6454
CODE 6670

CHIEF OF NAVAL
PERS 1 IB

CHIEF OF NAVAL OPERATIONS
OP-03EG

P-715 CIO)

P-09B5

CODE 418
CODE 427
CODE 455
CODE 466
CODE 463

COMMANDER IN

US PACIFIC
CODE 93

U5 ATLANTIC

CODE 7 16

AVAL TRAINING DEVICE CENTER
HUMAN FACTORS LABORATORY
CODE 305H

AVY UNDERWATER SOUND LAEOPA

CODE 905
CODE 920

TLANTIC FLEET ASW TACTICAL

AVY MARINE ENGINEERING LAHC

AVAL RESEARCH LAB
CODE 2027
CODE 4320
CODE 5440

roR r

CORONA
TECHNICAL LIBRARY

SILVER SPRING, MD.
DIVISION 221
DIVISION 730
DIVISION 880

NAVY UNDERWATER SOUND REFERENCE LABRAT
LIBRARY

BEACH JUMPER UNIT TWO
FLEET ASW SCHOOL

TACTICAL LIBRARY
FLEET SONAR SCHOOL
NAVAL UNDERWATER WEAPONS RESEARCH AND

ESEARCh
DENA

CHIEF SCIENTIST
SCIENTIFIC LIAISON OFFICER AT SCRIPPS

INSTITUTION OF OCEANOGRAPHY
BOSTON
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCI5CO

OFFICE OF NAVAL RESEARCH BRANCH OFFICE
LONDON

NAVAL SHIP MISSILE SYSTEMS ENGINEERING

AL AIR TRAINING
ESEARCH DEPARTMEN
NEL RESEARCH ACTI

BUREAU OF COMMERCIAL FISHERIES
LA JOLLA, CALIF.

TUNA RESOURCES LABORATORY LA JOLLA

1NFORO, CALIF.
illULOGICAL LABORATOR
JEEN PROVING GROUND

H AND DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITY
WARFARE DIVISION

IC DEPARTMENT
ENTIF1C INFORMATION CENTER

HITE SANDS MISS
STEWS-ID-E

ORT HUACHUCA
52D USASASOC

IR FORCE HEAOOU
DIRECTOR OF SC

IR UNIVERSIT
AUL3T-5028
TRATEGIC A[R COMMAND

MR FORCE EASTER
AFMTC TECHNICAL LIE

AIR PROVING GROUND CE
PGBP5-12

' t p --
i

SYSTEMS ENGINEERING GROUP
SEP1R

AIR FORCE SECURITY SERVICE
ESD/ESG

ELECTRONICS SYSTEMS DIV1SIO
EST!

NORTH CAMPUS
COOLEY ELECTRONICS LADORA
RADAR AND OPTICS LABORATO

NIVERSITY OF CAL I FORN I A-SA
MARINE PHYSICAL LABORATOR
SCRIPPS INSTITUTION OCEA

EY WEST TEST AND EVALUATION
EPUTY COMMANDER OPERATIONAL
EVALUATION FORCE, PACIFIC

OMMANDER CRU I SE P -DESTROYER
US PACIFIC FLEET

COMMANDER SUBMAR INE FORCE
US PACIFIC FLEET

CODE 21

U5 ATLANTIC FLEET
COMMANDER ANT I SUBMAR I NE WARFARE FORCE

US PACIFIC FLEET
COMMANDER FIRST FLEET
COMMANDER SECOND FLEET
COMMANDER TRAINING COMMAND

U5 PACIFIC FLEET
US ATLANTIC FLEET

OFFICE OF THE OCEANOGRAPHER OF THE NAVY
COMMANDER OCEANOGRAPH I C SYSTFM PACIFIC
COMMANDER SUBMARINE DEVELOPMENT GROUP T

SERVICE FORCE, US ATLANTIC FL
COMMANDER, OEST

ISSILE CENTER
ICAL LIBRARY

PACIFIC MISSILE RANGE
CODE 3250

NAVAL AIR TEST CENTFR
WEAPONS SYSTEMS TEST DIVISION

NAVAL ORDNANCE TEST STATION
CHINA LAKE

CODE 75 3

PASADENA ANNEX

ROGR

CODE
HARLES
CODE

ASSISTANT SECRETARY
(RESEARCH AND DEV

NAVAL SECURITY GROU

.,...-. , ADRON ONE

SUBMARINE FLOTILLA ONE, U5 PACIFIC
DEFENSE DOCUMENTATION CENTER (20)
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE RESEARCH AND

ENGINEERING
WEAPONS SYSTEMS EVALUATION GROUP

DEFENSE ATOMIC SUPPORT AGENCY
DOCUMENT LIBRARY SECTION

NATIONAL OCEANOGRAPHIC DATA CENTER
CODE 2400

COAST GUARD OCEANOGRAPHIC UNIT
NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES/

NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL
COMMITTEE ON UNDERSEA WARFARE

COAST GUARD HEADHUARTEPS
OSR-2

ARCTIC RESEARCH LABORATORY
WOODS HOLE OCEANOGRAPHIC INSTITUTIO

DOCUMENT LIBRARY LO-206

WASHINGTON SCIENCE
WASHINGTON, D. C.
EDERAL COMMUNICATIONS
RESEARCH DIVISION

S WEATHER BUREAU
DIRECTOR, METEOROLOGI

ATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS
BOULDER, COLO.

EOLOGICAL SURVEY LIBRARY
DENVER SECTION

MICHIGA J STATE UNIVERS ITY
LIBRA Y-DOCUMENTS DE

COLUMB1 * UNIVERSITY
HUD50N LABORATORIES
LAMON GEOLOGICAL OB5ER

DARTMOU rH COLLEGE
RADIO 'HYSICS LABORAT ORY

CALIFOR
JET P

JIA INSTITUTE
IOPULSION LABOR ATO ^

COLLEGE OBSERV
HARVARD UNIVERSITY

GORDON MCKAY LIBRARY
LABORATORY

OREGON STATE UNIVERSIT
DEPAR rMENT OF OCEANO GRA >H

UN
DEPA« MENT OF OCEANO ;ha
FISHE >IES-OCEANOGRAP

D PHYSICS LABO
NEW YOR i UNIVERSITY

fMENT OF METEOR OLO ,Y

INST1 rjTE FOR PSYCHO LOGIC
OHIO ST 1TE UNIVEPSITY

ANTEU JA LABORATORY

FLORIDA ST ATE UN VERSIT
OCEANOGP APHIC NSTITU

UNIVERSITY OF HA rfAI 1

ELECTRIC AL ENG MEERIN
ACM COLLET E OF T :xas

DEPARTME NT OF 3CEANOG

DEFENSE RESEAR ;h labo
ELECTRIC NEERIN

PENNSYLVAh IA STA TE UN1V
ORDNANCE RESEA RCH LAB

STANFORD B ESEARC H INST1

MASSACHUSE TTS IN STITUTE
ENGINEER
LINCOLN LABORA TORY

82

FLORIDA AT LANTIC
DEPARTME NT OF 3CEAN E

THE JOHNS S UNIVE
APPLIED PHYSIC 5 LABOR

DOCUME
INSTITUTE FOR DE FENSE A


